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Abstract

Background: Health impairments can result in disability and changed work productivity imposing considerable
costs for the employee, employer and society as a whole. A large number of instruments exist to measure
health-related productivity changes; however their methodological quality remains unclear. This systematic review
critically appraised the measurement properties in generic self-reported instruments that measure health-related
productivity changes to recommend appropriate instruments for use in occupational and economic health practice.

Methods: PubMed, PsycINFO, Econlit and Embase were systematically searched for studies whereof: (i) instruments
measured health-related productivity changes; (ii) the aim was to evaluate instrument measurement properties; (iii)
instruments were generic; (iv) ratings were self-reported; (v) full-texts were available. Next, methodological quality
appraisal was based on COSMIN elements: (i) internal consistency; (ii) reliability; (iii) measurement error; (iv) content
validity; (v) structural validity; (vi) hypotheses testing; (vii) cross-cultural validity; (viii) criterion validity; and (ix)
responsiveness. Recommendations are based on evidence syntheses.

Results: This review included 25 articles assessing the reliability, validity and responsiveness of 15 different generic
self-reported instruments measuring health-related productivity changes. Most studies evaluated criterion validity,
none evaluated cross-cultural validity and information on measurement error is lacking. The Work Limitation
Questionnaire (WLQ) was most frequently evaluated with moderate respectively strong positive evidence for
content and structural validity and negative evidence for reliability, hypothesis testing and responsiveness. Less
frequently evaluated, the Stanford Presenteeism Scale (SPS) showed strong positive evidence for internal
consistency and structural validity, and moderate positive evidence for hypotheses testing and criterion validity.
The Productivity and Disease Questionnaire (PRODISQ) yielded strong positive evidence for content validity,
evidence for other properties is lacking. The other instruments resulted in mostly fair-to-poor quality ratings with
limited evidence.

Conclusions: Decisions based on the content of the instrument, usage purpose, target country and population,
and available evidence are recommended. Until high-quality studies are in place to accurately assess the
measurement properties of the currently available instruments, the WLQ and, in a Dutch context, the PRODISQ are
cautiously preferred based on its strong positive evidence for content validity. Based on its strong positive evidence
for internal consistency and structural validity, the SPS is cautiously recommended.
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Background
When information about the costs of alternative treat-
ments is to be used to guide healthcare policy decision
making, it is the total budget needed to treat patients
with the disease that is relevant. Estimates of these total
costs are based on various cost categories, such as direct
health care costs (costs of healthcare resources used by
patients) and indirect healthcare costs (costs due to lost
productivity). As it is known, health impairments among
workers can result in considerable costs due to work dis-
ability, sickness absence, and productivity loss at work,
all imposing a substantial financial burden for the em-
ployee, employer and society as a whole. Various studies
on different diseases have shown that indirect costs,
henceforth called ‘productivity costs’, contributed sub-
stantially to total costs, illustrating how important the
consequences of disease are for work performance [1-4].
Productivity costs refer to the costs associated with lost
or impaired ability to work or to engage in leisure activ-
ities due to morbidity and lost economic productivity
due to death [5]. A study in the Netherlands showed
that the productivity costs due to low back pain can be
as high as 93% of the total costs of this impairment [3].
In Germany, productivity costs due to asthma amounted
to 75% of the total costs [2]. A large study in the USA
among workers with common health conditions showed
that productivity costs substantially exceeded the direct
costs. Moreover, presenteeism costs, or costs due to re-
duced productivity while still at work, appeared to repre-
sent up to 60% of all costs [4].
Converting the changes of health-related productivity

into a financial metric makes these changes more interpret-
able. However, there is no agreement on how to quantify
time lost due to health impairments or how to assign a
monetary value to the lost productivity. To help improve
the comparability and interpretability of productivity
changes, a sound estimation of productivity costs requires
sound measurements of the relevant components. The
comparability of estimated productivity costs is hampered
by substantial differences in the costs of the items consid-
ered and the methods used for measuring sickness absence
and presenteeism, as well as differences in and insufficient
methodology used in the valuation of these measurement
tools.
In the last decades, a large number of measurement

methods and instruments have been developed to quantify
health-related productivity changes. These instruments are
preferably self-administered by workers with health impair-
ments because objective measurements of productivity
changes are unable to capture reduced productivity while
still at work (i.e. presenteeism). Several studies have shown
that presenteeism contributes substantially to the estimated
total costs of health impairments among workers [6-10].
The comparability across studies estimating productivity
changes and associated costs is poor, since methods of
measuring changed productivity seem to vary considerably.
There is thus an urgent need for practical and applicable

knowledge and insight into the reliability, validity and re-
sponsiveness of these instruments. Regarding the validity of
the instruments, one should keep in mind that the extent to
which a valid measurement of productivity loss, especially
presenteeism, can be achieved is often influenced by many
factors (e.g. the amount of teamwork required in the job,
the work setting, the desired actual production output, etc.)
[6,11].
Although several researchers have provided compre-

hensive reviews of existing instruments that measure
productivity changes, the methodological quality of the
reviewed studies remains unclear [12,13]. Consequently,
judgements on the quality of the studies cannot be
made. If the methodological quality of a study on the
measurement properties of a specific instrument is ap-
propriate, the results can be used to assess the quality of
the instrument at issue, including its measurement prop-
erties. However, if the methodological quality of the
study is inadequate, the results cannot be trusted and
the quality of the instrument under study remains un-
clear, despite of the magnitude or strength of the esti-
mates presented [14]. Therefore, in this systematic
review both the methodological quality of the study and
the quality of the instrument, based on its psychometric
properties, are taken into account. The main aim of this
systematic review is therefore to critically appraise and
compare the measurement properties of generic, self-
reported instruments measuring health-related product-
ivity changes.
Methods
Search strategy
A systematic review was conducted of studies evaluating the
measurement properties of generic, self-reported health-
related productivity instruments. In February 2013, the fol-
lowing relevant electronic databases were searched for
English-language peer-reviewed journal articles: Medline
(PubMed), PsychINFO (EBSCOhost), Embase and EconLit.
The search query (see Additional file 1: Table S1) consisted
of a combination of related terms for the following features:
the construct of interest (i.e. workplace productivity loss OR
absenteeism OR presenteeism) ‘AND’ studies on measure-
ment properties ‘AND’ the instrument of interest (i.e. gen-
eric AND self-report). The complete search strategies,
including a sensitive search filter and exclusion filter [15]
can be obtained via the corresponding author. No restric-
tions for the year of publication were made. Additional rele-
vant studies were identified by performing database searches
using the names of retrieved instruments and information
from the retrieved reference lists.
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Eligibility criteria
Study selection was based on the following eligibility cri-
teria: (i) the aim of the study is the development or evalu-
ation of the measurement properties of the instrument; (ii)
the instrument under review measures health-related prod-
uctivity changes; (iii) the instrument is generic and thus not
solely focus on productivity changes due to a specific health
impairment; (iv) health-related productivity change is rated
from a worker’s perspective (i.e. is self-reported); (v) full-
text articles published in English were available.

Selection process
Three reviewers (CYGN, SE and AER) independently deter-
mined the eligibility of all studies based on the title, key-
words and abstracts. Studies in which an instrument of
potential interest was used as an outcome measure, such as
in intervention trials, were excluded. Review articles were
excluded as well.
All reference lists and instruments of interest mentioned

in all articles (both included and excluded from the review)
were used in a secondary database search to identify add-
itional relevant studies. If there was any doubt as to
whether the studies met the eligibility criteria after individ-
ual selection, discrepancies were resolved through discus-
sion between the reviewers, and a consensus decision was
made. In case of remaining uncertainty, the full text was
reviewed. Reasons for excluding the abstracts can be re-
trieved from the first author.

Measurement properties
The Consensus-based Standards for the selection of health
Measurement Instruments (COSMIN) covers relevant
measurement properties for health-related, patient-
reported outcomes and is based on international consensus
[14,16,17].
The COSMIN checklist was used to rate the methodo-

logical quality of each article evaluating measurement prop-
erties. It covers three main quality domains: reliability,
validity and responsiveness. Each domain is divided into dif-
ferent measurement properties and aspects with questions
ranking the quality level of the design and statistical analyses
[16]. Table 1 illustrates the most appropriate measures to
critically appraise the measurement properties.
The domain ‘reliability’ is defined as the degree to

which the measurement is free from error and the de-
gree to which patient scores have not changed for re-
peated measurements over different sets of items from
the same questionnaire (internal consistency), over time
(test-retest), over different persons (inter-rater), or over
different occasions (intra-rater). Reliability is further
assessed based on the measurement properties: (i) in-
ternal consistency: the degree of interrelatedness among
the items: (ii) reliability: the proportion of total variance
in the measurement due to ‘true’ (free of error)
differences between patients; and (iii) measurement
error: systematic and random error of patient scores
(not attributed to true changes in the construct to be
measured).
The second domain, ‘validity’, is described as the degree to

which the instrument measures what it purports to meas-
ure. Three measurement properties are assessed: (i) content
validity: the degree to which content of the instrument ad-
equately reflects the construct to be measured, including
face validity; (ii) construct validity, or the degree to which
the scores of the instrument are consistent with the hy-
potheses, is divided into three aspects: (a) structural validity:
the degree to which the scores of the instrument are an ad-
equate reflection of the dimensionality of the construct to
be measured; (b) hypotheses testing: the degree to which
scores of the instrument are consistent with hypotheses; (c)
cross-cultural validity: the degree to which performance of
the items on a translated or culturally adapted instrument
are an adequate reflection of the performance of the items
of the original version of the instrument; and finally (iii) cri-
terion validity: the degree to which the scores of the instru-
ment are an adequate reflection of a ‘gold standard’ [17].
The third domain, ‘responsiveness’, is defined as the

ability of the instrument to detect change over time in
the construct to be measured.

Data extraction
Three reviewers (CYGN, AER, SMAAE) independently
extracted the target data from the full text articles. The
studies (n = 25) are described based on information re-
trieved from the original publications and contain infor-
mation regarding the study country, population,
sampling methods, setting, age, gender and response
rates. The instruments (n = 15) are described based on
information retrieved from the original publications (e.g.
content, number of items, rating, item example, recall,
and discipline).

Methodological quality assessment
To determine the methodological quality of the studies,
each was assessed independently by three reviewers
(CYGN, AER, SMAAE). Consensus was reached by pairing
the reviewers’ results. The pairing was CYGN and SMAAE
(pair 1) and CYGN and AER (pair 2). When a pair of re-
viewers disagreed, consensus was reached through discus-
sion within the project group (CYGN, SMAAE, FJN, AER).
The methodological quality assessment of the studies was
conducted by scoring each of the nine measurement prop-
erties as presented in nine boxes by the COSMIN-checklist.
A four-point rating scale was used (i.e. poor, fair, good, or
excellent) to calculate the quality score per measurement
property. The scores took into account, for example, the
used sample size which may differ between methods (rules
of thumbs for factor analyses vary between a subject-to-



Table 1 Description of the measurement domains, properties, aspects, and statistics and methods

Domains Properties Aspects Statistics/Methods

Reliability

Internal
consistency

Cronbach’s alpha or Kuder-Richardson formula (KR-20) to determine relevance

Factor analysis or principal component analysis to determine whether items form one or more
than one scale

Reliability Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) or Cohen’s kappa

Measurement
error

Standard error of measurement (SEM)

Smallest detectable change (SDC)

Change beyond measurement error

Limits of agreement (LoA)

Minimal important change to determine the adequacy of measurement error

Validity

Content validity Face validity Assessment of relevance of all items for the construct, aim and target group

Assessment of important missing items

Construct
validity

Structural validity Factor analysis to confirm the number of subscales present

Hypotheses
testing

Assessment of a priori hypotheses, clearly indicating both direction and magnitude of the
correlation or difference

Cross-cultural
validity

Assessment of adequate reflection of the performance of the items of the original instrument

Criterion validity Correlation

Area under the receiver operator characteristics curve (AUC)

Sensitivity and specificity

Responsiveness

Assessment of a priori hypotheses focussing on the change score of an instrument in the
hypotheses

Area under the receiver operator characteristic curve (AUC)
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variables ratio of 4:1 to 10:1 or a sample size of 50 is needed
to obtain confidence intervals from 0.70-0.90 around an
ICC to assess reliability estimates); the missing items and
the missing responses per items and how they were han-
dled; the description of the comparator; and the appropri-
ateness of the statistics (e.g. the internal consistency
statistic only gets an interpretable meaning when the inter-
relatedness among the items is determined of a set of items
that together form a reflective model). The methodological
quality was determined per study for each measurement
property separately by taking the lowest rating of the items
to that measurement property in each box (worse score
counts) [14].

Best evidence synthesis
For each instrument, a best evidence synthesis was per-
formed by combining the methodological quality score for
each measurement property per instrument as assessed in
this study (excellent, good, fair or poor) with the
consistency of their results concerning the measurement
property (positive or negative evidence for a measurement
property). The ratings correspond to the Cochrane Back
Review Group levels of evidence [18]. The levels of evi-
dence are strong, moderate, limited, conflicting, or un-
known. A strong level of evidence represents consistent
findings in multiple studies of good methodological quality
or in one study of excellent methodological quality; moder-
ate levels of evidence represent consistent findings in mul-
tiple studies of fair methodological quality or in one study
of good methodological quality; a limited level of evidence
occurs when one study of fair methodological quality is be-
ing presented; an unknown level of evidence is noted when
only studies of poor methodological quality are obtained
and a conflicting level of evidence represents for multiple
studies with conflicting findings.

Results
Study selection
The first search in MEDLINE (PubMed) resulted in 103
hits. The searches in PsychINFO, Embase and EconLit re-
sulted in 34, 10 and 2 hits, respectively. Manual searches
based on reference lists and names of original instruments
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identified 12 additional records. Duplicates (N = 15) were
automatically discarded via Endnote X4 resulting in 146 re-
cords to be screened. After screening abstracts and titles,
45 articles were reviewed, and 25 met the eligibility criteria.
The most common reasons for exclusion were: (i) the main
aim of the study was not about assessing the psychometric
properties of a health-related productivity instrument; (ii)
the focus of productivity changes was related to specific
health impairment; (iii) the instrument did not measure
health-related productivity changes; (iv) health-related
productivity was not self-reported. A flow chart illustrates
the process of inclusion (see Figure 1).

General description of the identified studies
Finally, 25 articles evaluating 15 different instruments were
included in this study. The characteristics of the 25
45 of full-text articles as
for eligibility
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Figure 1 Flowchart of inclusion.
included studies are presented in Table 2. Several studies
evaluated the measurement properties of multiple instru-
ments and are therefore mentioned several times [19-21].
Two studies were conducted in the UK and Ireland [22,23],
three in the Netherlands [20,24,25], three in Canada
[26-28], and 17 in the USA [19,21,29-43]. The largest pro-
portion (44%) of the studies focused on physical disorders
[20,22,23,25-28,30,35,37,42]. Mental health problems were
only addressed in two studies [19,29]. Populations with
varying health problems (physical and mental constraints)
were included in four studies [24,31,36,41]. Finally, workers
with non-specified health issues [32,34,38,40,43] or workers
with job-related injuries [21,33,39] were also included in
five and three studies respectively. Twelve studies were
conducted at the workplace [20,21,24,31-34,38-41,43] and
nine studies were conducted in a healthcare institution
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Table 2 Characteristics of the identified studies

Study Country Instrument Population Sampling Setting Mean age (SD) Gender
(% female)

Response
rate (%)

Beaton [26] Canada WLQ Musculoskeletal disorders Convenience Health care 42.5 (10.1) 54% 33%

Endicott [29] USA EWPS Major depressive disorders Convenience Health care 41 (9.6) 70% N.A.

Erickson [19] USA WLQ WPSI
EWPS WPAI

Anxiety disorders (i) minimal-to-mild (ii) moderate-to-severe Convenience Health care (i) 37.5 (12.2) (ii) 34.2 (9.8) (i) 48.8% (ii) 75% 51%

Forst [30] USA AMA-guide Low back injuries Convenience Academy N.A. N.A. 100%

Goetzel [31] USA WPSI Allergies, respiratory infections, arthritis* N.A. Work-place 47 (N.A.) 30% N.A.

Kessler [33] USA WHO HPQ Job-related accidents-injuries (i) airline reservation agents (ii)
customer service reps. (iii) executives (iv) railroad engineers

Convenience Work-place (i) 30-44 (2.4) (ii) 30-44 (2.2)
(iii) 45-59 (2.0) (iv) 45-59
(1.7)

(i) 80.3% (ii) 47.2%
(iii) 19.3% (iv) 2.4%

(i) 39% (ii) 29%
(iii) 50% (iv)
57%

Kessler [32] USA WHO HPQ Non-specified health status Convenience Work-place N.A. N.A. N.A.

Koopman [34] USA SPS Non-specified health status Convenience Work-place 46.5 (9.4) 47.9% 74%

Koopmanschap
[24]

NL PRODISQ Musculoskeletal complaints, stress factors, back
complaints**

Convenience Work-place N.A. N.A. N.A.

Kumar [35] USA HRPQ-D Infectious Mononucleosis Convenience Health care 19.3 (3.6) 41.9% 97%

Lerner [36] USA WLQ RA, chronic daily headache syndrome and epilepsy Convenience Health care 41.3 (11.1) 72.7% N.A.

Lerner [37] USA WLQ Osteoarthritis Convenience Health care 53.7 (7.1) 65.4% 30%

Meerding [20] NL HLQ Musculoskeletal complaints Convenience Work-place (i) 35 (N.A.) (i) 0% (i) 69%

Q&Q (i) industrial workers (ii) construction workers (ii) 42 (N.A.) (ii) 6% (ii) 85%

Ozminkanski
[21]

USA WLQ WPSI Job-related accidents-injuries Consecutive Work-place 37.77 (N.A.) 34.31% 48%

Prochaska [38] USA WBA-P Non-specified health status Convenience Work-place 47.6 (11.4) 56.8% N.A.

Reilly [39] USA WPAI Job-related accidents-injuries (i) Group 1 (ii) Group 2 Convenience Health care/
Work-place

(i) 37.2 (9.7) (ii) 39.4 (11.8) (i) 65.5% (ii) 60.8% 48%

Roy [28] Canada WLQ Chronic upper-extremity disorders Convenience Health care 46 (9) 53% 83%

Shikiar [40] USA HWQ Non-specified health status Convenience Work-place N.A. N.A. 45%

Stewart [43] USA WHI Non-specified health status Convenience Work-place N.A. 66% 72%

Tang [27] Canada WLQ Shoulder and elbow disorders Convenience Health care 43.3 (11.5) 42.5% 87%

Turpin [41] USA SPS Allergies, arthritis or joint pain/stiffness, asthma*** Convenience Work-place 43.2 (N.A.) 29.4% 63%

Van Rooijen
[25]

NL HLQ (i) Migraine (ii) spinal cord injury (iii) knee injury (iv) hip
injury

Convenience Data base N.A. N.A. (i) 58% (ii) 81%
(iii) 76% (iv)
75%

Walker [42] USA WLQ Rheumatoid arthritis Continuously NDB 53.5 (10.5) 77% 98%
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Table 2 Characteristics of the identified studies (Continued)

Zhang [22] UK &
Ireland

WPAI Rheumatoid arthritis Convenience ERAN 52.1 (10) 72% 53%

Zhang [23] UK &
Ireland

VOLP Rheumatoid arthritis Convenience ERAN 52 (10) 72% 81%

WLQ =Work Limitations Questionnaire; EWPS = Endicott Work Productivity Scale; N.A. = Not Available; WPSI =Work Productivity Short Inventory; WPAI =Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Instrument; AMA-guide =
American Medical Association-Guides; WHO HPQ =World Health Organization Health and work Performance Questionnaire; SPS = Stanford Presenteeism Scale; PRODISQ = PROductivity and Disease Questionnaire; HRPQ-D =
Health-Related Productivity Questionnaire Diary; HLQ = Health and Labor Questionnaire; Q&Q = Quality and Quantity questionnaire; WBA-P =Well-Being Assessment for Productivity; HWQ = Health and Work Questionnaire;
WHI =Work and Health Interview; VOLP = Valuation of Lost Productivity questionnaire; NDB = National Databank for Rheumatic Diseases ; ERAN = The Early Rheumatoid Arthritis Network.
*Continued: asthma, anxiety disorders, depression, bipolar disorder, stress, diabetes, hypertension, migraine, other major headaches, coronary heart disease/high cholesterol.
**Continued: dyspepsia, chronic fatigue syndrome, psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis.
***Continued: back or neck disorder, breathing disorder, depression, anxiety or emotional disorder, diabetes, hearth or circulatory problem, migraine/chronic headaches, stomach or bowel disorder.
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[19,26-29,35-37,39]. One study was conducted at the work-
place and at a healthcare institution and is therefore men-
tioned twice [39]. One study took place at an occupational
medicine college [30], and four studies derived their partici-
pants from a database [22,23,25,42].
Fifteen different generic self-reported instruments

measuring health-related productivity changes are in-
cluded in this study. The general characteristics of the
instruments are presented below. An additional table
shows a more detailed description of the instruments
(see Additional file 2: Table S2).
In Table 3, the methodological quality of each study per

measurement property and instrument is presented. The
Work Limitations Questionnaire (WLQ) is the most
frequently evaluated instrument [19,21,26-28,36,37,42],
followed by the Work Productivity and Activity Impairment
Instrument (WPAI) [19,22,39], and the Work Productivity
Short Inventory (WPSI) [19,21,31]. Criterion validity was
evaluated in 21 studies [19-23,25,28-41,43]. Hypotheses
testing was evaluated in 15 studies [19,22,26-36,39,41].
Only one study addressed measurement error [39], and
none of the studies evaluated cross-cultural validity.
Table 4 presents the level of evidence for each meas-

urement properties per instrument by synthesising the
results per instrument and their accompanying level of
evidence. The methodological quality for each instru-
ment and measurement property according to the three
main quality domains (reliability, validity and respon-
siveness) is outlined below, along with a brief description
of the aim and the content of the instrument. The syn-
thesis of results per instrument and their accompanying
level of evidence are presented in line with the content
of Table 4. The evidence for each measurement property
is mostly limited; for eight out of 15 instruments at least
50% of the information on measurement properties is
lacking.

The Work Limitations Questionnaire (WLQ)
The WLQ measures the degree to which health prob-
lems interfere with specific aspects of job performance
and the productivity impact of these work limitations.
The questionnaire consists of four domains and includes
a total of 25 items to be rated on a five-point scale
[19,21,26-28,36,37,42].

Reliability
Six studies evaluated the internal consistency of the
WLQ [19,26,27,36,37,42]. The methodological quality of
three studies is poor due to small sample sizes [19,26]
and lacking factor analysis to check the unidimensional-
ity of the instrument scale [19,36]. One article is of good
methodological quality regarding internal consistency
[37]. Although it was not explicitly described, it was pos-
sible to deduce how missing items were handled.
Furthermore, the authors referred to another study in
which factor analysis was performed in a similar popula-
tion, making it possible to check the unidimensionality
of the scale. The paper of Tang, Pitts, Solway & Beaton
is of fair methodological quality due to the moderate
sample size, and it was unclear whether the factor ana-
lysis referred to was appropriate to assess the internal
consistency of the WLQ because it was not conducted
in a similar population [27]. The last study that evalu-
ated the internal consistency of the WLQ was conducted
by Walker, Michaud & Wolfe which is of excellent
methodological quality [42]. Sample sizes were adequate,
the article clearly described how missing items were
handled and the unidimensionality of the scale was
checked appropriately. The internal consistency statistic
was calculated for each separate WLQ component. Be-
cause the findings are conflicting (three studies with
poor methodological quality, one of fair, one of good,
and one of excellent methodological quality and conflict-
ing findings ranging from moderate (Cα 0.74) to very
high (Cα 0.97) Cronbach’s alphas) evidence synthesis of
the WLQ resulted in conflicting evidence for internal
consistency.
Only one study assessed the reliability [36], which is of

fair methodological quality regarding this psychometric
property. Although the authors calculated intraclass cor-
relation coefficients (ICC 0.58 – 0.92) and a weighted
kappa for continuous and dichotomous scores respect-
ively, it was unclear if patients were stable in the interim
period of the measurement. Furthermore, the time inter-
val was not stated, the sample size was moderate and
there was no description of how missing items were
handled [36]. Evidence synthesis of the WLQ resulted in
limited negative evidence for reliability (fair methodo-
logical quality and correlation coefficients <0.70).

Validity
Three studies examined the content validity [27,36,37].
Lerner et al. [36] reported high validity after assessing
whether all items referred to relevant measurement con-
structs, whether all items were relevant for the study
population, and whether all items together comprehen-
sively reflected the construct. The methodological qual-
ity of the study is good. Both other studies are of fair
methodological quality because the aspects of the con-
struct to be measured were poorly described, and it was
not taken into account whether all items referred to
relevant aspects of the WLQ [27,37]. Evidence synthesis
of the WLQ resulted in moderate positive evidence for
content validity.
The structural validity was assessed in two studies

[37,42], resulting in good methodological quality. Both
studies performed confirmatory factor analysis, which
was an appropriate analysis in view of the existing



Table 3 Methodological quality of each study per measurement property per instrument

Instrument
and paper

Internal
consistency

Reliability Measurement
error

Content
validity

Structural
validity

Hypotheses
testing

Cross-cultural
validity

Criterion
validity

Responsiveness

WLQ

Beaton [26] Poor . . . . Fair . . Fair

Erickson [19] Poor . . . . Poor . Poor Poor

Lerner [36] Poor Fair . Good . Poor . Poor .

Lerner [37] Good . . Fair Good . . Poor .

Ozminkowski [21] . . . . . . . Fair .

Roy [28] . . . . . Fair . Good Fair

Tang [27] Fair . . Fair . Fair . . .

Walker [42] Excellent . . . Good . . . .

EWPS

Endicott [29] Poor Poor . . . Fair . Poor .

Erickson [19] Poor . . . . Poor . Poor Poor

WPAI

Erickson [19] Poor . . . . Poor . Poor Poor

Reilly [39] . Poor Poor . . Fair . Fair .

Zhang [22] . . . . . Fair . Fair .

WPSI

Erickson [19] Poor . . . . Poor . Poor Poor

Goetzel [31] . Poor . Poor . Poor . Poor Poor

Ozminkowski [21] . . . . . . . Fair .

AMA-guides

Forst [30] . Poor . . . Poor . Poor .

WHO-HPQ

Kessler [33] . . . Good . Poor . Good .

Kessler [32] . Fair . Good Fair Fair . Fair Poor

SPS

Koopman [34] Good . . Fair Good Fair . Fair .

Turpin [41] Good Fair . . Good Fair . Fair .

PRODISQ

Koopmanschap [24] . . . Excellent . . . . .

HRPQ-D

Kumar [35] . Fair . Poor . Poor . Fair Fair

HLQ

Meerding [20] . Fair . . . . . Fair .

van Roijen [25] . . . . . . . Fair .

Q&Q

Meerding [20] . Fair . . . . . Fair .

WBA-P

Prochaska [38] . . . . Good . . Good .

HWQ

Shikiar [40] Fair . . . Fair . . Fair Poor
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Table 3 Methodological quality of each study per measurement property per instrument (Continued)

WHI

Stewart [43] . Good . . . . . Good Fair

VOLP

Zhang [23] . Good . . . . . Good .

WLQ =Work Limitations Questionnaire; EWPS = Endicott Work Productivity Scale; WPSI =Work Productivity Short Inventory; WPAI =Work Productivity and Activity
Impairment Instrument; AMA-guide = American Medical Association-Guides; WHO HPQ =World Health Organization Health and work Performance Questionnaire;
SPS = Stanford Presenteeism Scale; PRODISQ = PROductivity and Disease Questionnaire; HRPQ-D = Health-Related Productivity Questionnaire Diary; HLQ = Health and
Labor Questionnaire; Q&Q =Quality and Quantity questionnaire; WBA-P =Well-Being Assessment for Productivity; HWQ = Health and Work Questionnaire; WHI =Work
and Health Interview; VOLP = Valuation of Lost Productivity questionnaire.
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information. Further, the sample size included was ad-
equate, and the way the missing items were handled was
either described or could be deduced [37,42]. Evidence
synthesis of the WLQ resulted in strong positive evi-
dence for structural validity due to the consistent posi-
tive findings in two studies of good methodological
quality.
Five studies performed hypotheses testing [19,26-28,36].

Three studies formulated a priori hypotheses. However, the
measurement properties of the comparator instrument
were not adequately described, and there was no evidence
that the comparator could be applied to a similar study
population [26-28]. Therefore, the methodological quality
regarding hypotheses testing is rated fair in these three
studies. Two studies are of poor methodological quality
Table 4 Level of evidence per measurement property per inst

Instrument and
paper

Internal
consistency

Reliability Measurement
error

Content
validity

WLQ
[19,21,26-28,36,37,42]

+/- - N.A. ++

EWPS [19,29] ? ? N.A. N.A.

WPAI [19,22,39] ? ? ? N.A.

WPSI [19,21,31] ? ? N.A. ?

AMA-guides [30] N.A. ? N.A. N.A.

WHO-HPQ [32,33] N.A. - N.A. +++

SPS [34,41] +++ - N.A. -

PRODISQ [24] N.A. N.A. N.A. +++

HRPQ-D [35] N.A. - N.A. ?

HLQ [20,25] N.A. - N.A. N.A.

Q&Q [20] N.A. - N.A. N.A.

WBA-P [38] N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

HWQ [40] + N.A. N.A. N.A.

WHI [43] N.A. - N.A. N.A.

VOLP [23] N.A. + N.A. N.A.

WLQ = Work Limitations Questionnaire; EWPS = Endicott Work Productivity Scale; WPS
Impairment Instrument; AMA-guide = American Medical Association-Guides; WHO HPQ
SPS = Stanford Presenteeism Scale; PRODISQ = PROductivity and Disease Questionnair
Labor Questionnaire; Q&Q = Quality and Quantity questionnaire; WBA-P = Well-Being
and Health Interview; VOLP = Valuation of Lost Productivity questionnaire N.A. = Not A
evidence; + = Limited positive level of evidence; - = Limited negative level of evidence;
? = Unknown level of evidence due to poor methodological quality.
because they did not state clear a priori hypotheses [19,36].
Due to the lack of information on the measurement prop-
erties of the comparator instruments, it was unclear what
was expected in one study [36]. Evidence synthesis of the
WLQ resulted in moderate negative evidence for hypoth-
eses testing (three studies with fair methodological quality
and two with poor methodological quality and only 60% of
the results were in accordance with the hypotheses).
Criterion validity was evaluated in five studies

[19,21,28,36,37]. Three of the studies are rated as having
poor methodological quality regarding criterion validity
[19,36,37]. In two studies it was not clear whether the
criterion used could be considered an adequate gold
standard [19,36]. In all three studies, the statistical
methods applied were inappropriate to assess criterion
rument

Structural
validity

Hypotheses
testing

Cross-
cultural
validity

Criterion
validity

Responsiveness

+++ – N.A. +/- –

N.A. +/- N.A. ? ?

N.A. – N.A. – ?

N.A. ? N.A. +/- ?

N.A. ? N.A. ? N.A.

+ +/- N.A. +/- ?

+++ ++ N.A. ++ N.A.

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

N.A. ? N.A. - -

N.A. N.A. N.A. – N.A.

N.A. N.A. N.A. - N.A.

+ N.A. N.A. + N.A.

- N.A. N.A. - ?

N.A. N.A. N.A. - -

N.A. N.A. N.A. - N.A.

I = Work Productivity Short Inventory; WPAI = Work Productivity and Activity
= World Health Organization Health and work Performance Questionnaire;

e; HRPQ-D = Health-Related Productivity Questionnaire Diary; HLQ = Health and
Assessment for Productivity; HWQ = Health and Work Questionnaire; WHI = Work
vailable; +++ = Strong positive level of evidence; ++ = Moderate positive level of
– = Moderate negative level of evidence; +/- = Conflicting level of evidence;
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validity. Although claiming acceptable criterion validity,
two studies failed to determine the calculation of specifi-
city and sensitivity for dichotomous scores and solely
mentioned the sensitivity to change (in clinical improve-
ments) related to productivity [19,36]. Lerner, Reed,
Massarotti, Wester & Burke [37] did not calculate corre-
lations, or areas under the receiver operating curves, for
continuous scores but merely calculated averages. Al-
though Ozminkowski, Goetzel, Chang & Long [21] as-
sumed the criterion used could be considered as a gold
standard, no evidence was provided. Therefore, the
methodological quality is rated fair. One study [28] re-
ported sufficient evidence on the criterion used to con-
sider an adequate gold standard and applied appropriate
statistical methods to assess criterion validity. Therefore
the paper is of good methodological quality. Evidence
synthesis of the WLQ resulted in conflicting evidence
for criterion validity because three studies resulted in
poor, one in fair, and one in good methodological quality
and not all studies present the degree to which the
scores of the instrument are an adequate reflection of a
‘gold standard’.
Responsiveness
The responsiveness evaluated by two studies [26,28] is of
fair methodological quality because of a poor description of
the constructs measured by the comparator instrument
[28], a lack of information regarding measurement proper-
ties of the comparator instrument [26,28], a vague descrip-
tion of the hypotheses [26] and a moderate sample size
[26]. Roy et al. [28] observed low correlation between
change scores (0.22 < r < 0.41), demonstrating moderate re-
sponsiveness. To evaluate responsiveness, Erickson et al.
[19] calculated the effect sizes (which were moderate, ran-
ging from 0.36 to 0.73) between change scores based on
changes in disease severity. The methodological quality is
poor because the statistical method applied is not appropri-
ate to test the hypotheses. Furthermore, the calculation
methods for sensitivity and specificity were not determined,
but were solely mentioned [19]. Evidence synthesis of the
WLQ resulted in moderate negative evidence regarding re-
sponsiveness (fair and poor methodological quality and
negative results).
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating measurement error and cross-cultural validity of
the WLQ.
The Endicott Work Productivity Scale (EWPS)
The EWPS assesses the degree to which a wide variety
of mental and medical disorders of persons working in a
wide variety of job settings, including self-employment,
affect the work functioning of these persons. The EWPS
contains 25 items scored on a five-point scale [19,29].
Reliability
Internal consistency was studied in two papers that eval-
uated the measurement properties of the EWPS [19,29].
Both studies are of poor methodological quality because
no factor analyses were performed, and sample sizes
were small [19,29]. Although the internal consistency es-
timates show positive results with a Cronbach’s alpha of
0.95 [19] and an internal consistency coefficient of 0.93
[29], evidence synthesis of the EWPS resulted in un-
known evidence for internal consistency because only
studies of poor methodological quality were available.
Endicott et al. [29] assessed the intraclass correlation

coefficient of reliability (total score was 0.92). However,
test-retest reliability was only assessed in a limited popu-
lation including a small sample size (N = 16), resulting in
poor methodological quality for the paper [29]. Evidence
synthesis of the EWPS resulted in unknown evidence re-
garding reliability because of the paper’s poor methodo-
logical quality.
Validity
Hypotheses testing were performed in both papers, though
no hypotheses were formulated a priori. However, in Endi-
cott et al. [29] it was possible to deduce what was expected.
Although the EWPS showed considerable promise as a sen-
sitive measure for assessing the effects on work perform-
ance of various disorders, the instruments and constructs
used were poorly described, and, therefore the paper is of
fair methodological quality. Erickson et al. [19] confirmed
their hypothesized expectations. However, the study is of
poor methodological quality because expected differences
and directions, and the magnitude of the differences were
not stated, making it unclear what was expected. Evidence
synthesis resulted in conflicting levels of evidence regarding
hypotheses testing (one paper of fair, one of poor methodo-
logical quality, and conflicting findings in accordance to the
deduced hypotheses).
Both papers are of poor methodological quality for cri-

terion validity because the degree to which the scores of
an instruments are an adequate reflection of a reason-
able gold standard are unknown in both studies [19,29].
Evidence synthesis of the EWPS resulted in unknown
evidence for criterion validity because both studies were
of poor methodological quality.
Responsiveness
Evidence synthesis of the EWPS resulted in unknown evi-
dence for responsiveness because Erickson et al. [19] calcu-
lated the effect sizes between change scores based on
changes in disease severity (-0.45). The methodological
quality is poor because the statistical method applied is not
appropriate to test the hypotheses.
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There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-
ating measurement error, content validity, structural val-
idity or cross-cultural validity of the EWPS.

The Work Productivity and Activity Impairment Instrument
(WPAI)
The WPAI measures the effect of general health and
symptom severity on work productivity via six questions
to be rated on a five-point scale [19,22,39].

Reliability
The evidence synthesis of the WPAI resulted in un-
known evidence for internal consistency because Erick-
son et al. [19] did not apply factor analysis to check for
unidimensionality of the instrument scale, and because
the sample size was small, resulting in poor methodo-
logical quality.
Reliability was studied by Reilly, Zbrozek & Dukes

[39]. Although correlation coefficients were calculated
(ranging from 0.69 up to 0.95), the measurements were
not independent, the time interval was not appropriate,
and the test conditions were not similar. Therefore, the
paper is of poor methodological quality. The evidence
synthesis of the WPAI resulted in unknown evidence for
reliability because of the paper’s poor methodological
quality.
The study by Reilly, Zbrozek & Dukes [39] included

measurement error but because the measurements were
not independent and the time interval was not appropri-
ate, the methodological quality is poor. The evidence
synthesis of the WPAI resulted in unknown evidence for
measurement error due to the study’s poor methodo-
logical quality.

Validity
Three studies performed hypotheses testing [19,22,39].
Although two studies [22,39] stated a priori hypotheses
and expected directions of the differences, the relation-
ships were not always as pronounced as were expected
and in both studies only a reference to a study on meas-
urement properties of the comparator instrument was
provided, resulting in fair methodological quality. Al-
though it could be deduced what was expected in one
study [19], and they confirmed their expectations, the
study is of poor methodological quality because expected
differences and directions, and the magnitude of the dif-
ferences were lacking. This study is therefore of poor
methodological quality. The evidence synthesis of the
WPAI resulted in moderate negative evidence for hy-
potheses testing (two studies of fair methodological
quality and one of poor methodological quality).
Criterion validity was assessed in all papers. The paper

of Erickson et al. [19] used other instruments (EWPS
and WLQ) as a comparator (significant correlation),
which cannot be considered as a reasonable gold stand-
ard because the WPAI uses single item scales. Therefore,
the paper is of poor methodological quality [19]. The
two other papers [22,39] are of fair methodological qual-
ity because it was not clear how missing items were han-
dled [22] or whether the criterion used could be
considered an adequate gold standard [39]. Correlations
between the WPAI and SF-36 measures ranged from
0.20 to 0.52 [39] and from 0.34 up to 0.77 when compar-
ing the WPAI outcomes with health status outcomes
from another instrument [22]. The evidence synthesis of
the WPAI regarding criterion validity resulted in moder-
ate negative evidence (two studies of fair methodological
quality and one of poor methodological quality and cor-
relations <0.70).

Responsiveness
Responsiveness over time was evaluated by Erickson
et al. [19] by calculating effect sizes (ranging from 0.19
to -0.87) between change scores based on changes in
disease severity. The study results therefore in poor
methodological quality. Evidence synthesis of the WPAI
results in unknown evidence for responsiveness because
of the study’s poor methodological quality.
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the content validity, structural validity or cross-
cultural validity of the WPAI.

The Work Productivity Short Inventory (WPSI)
The WPSI assesses the prevalence of medical problems
that might influence work productivity based on 22 open
questions [19,21,31].

Reliability
The internal consistency was studied by Erickson et al.
[19], resulting in a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.82. The paper
results in poor methodological quality because no factor
analyses were performed and sample sizes were small.
Evidence synthesis of the WPSI resulted in unknown
evidence for internal consistency because of the paper’s
poor methodological quality.
Goetzel, Ozminkowski & Long [31] evaluated the reli-

ability of the WPAI but used only one measurement and
calculated solely percentage agreement. Therefore, the
paper is of poor methodological quality. Evidence syn-
thesis of the WPSI resulted in unknown evidence for re-
liability because of the study’s poor methodological
quality.

Validity
The content validity was assessed by Goetzel, Ozmin-
kowski & Long [31], and the paper results in poor meth-
odological quality because there was no information on
the degree to which the content of the instrument is an
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adequate representative of the constructs to be mea-
sured. No assessment of whether all items were relevant
for the study population occurred, solely a simple de-
scription on how the most prevalent conditions in a firm
are presented and allow for valid data collection. Evi-
dence synthesis of the WPSI resulted in unknown evi-
dence for content validity because of the study’s poor
methodological quality.
Two studies performed hypotheses testing [19,31].

Erickson et al. [19] did not report expected differences
and directions, and the magnitude of the differences
were not stated, making it unclear what was expected.
Goetzel, Ozminkowski & Long [31] did not provide any
information on the psychometrics of the comparator in-
strument and the statistical methods (t-test) were inad-
equate to test the hypotheses. Both papers result in poor
methodological quality. Evidence synthesis of the WPSI
resulted in unknown evidence regarding hypotheses test-
ing because of the poor methodological quality of the
studies.
Three studies assessed the criterion validity for the

WPSI [19,21,31]. The paper of Erickson et al. [19] used a
comparator without appropriate evidence that it could
be considered a reasonable gold standard. Furthermore,
only significance levels were reported, an inadequate
method to assess criterion validity. The study of Goetzel,
Ozminkowski & Long [31] compared three different ver-
sions, varying by recall period, based on coefficient of
variation to assess criterion validity (resulting all higher
than expected (>10)). As the validation of the WPSI can-
not (yet) be empirically confirmed, the method used in
this study is inappropriate. Furthermore, no correlation
coefficients or area under the receiver operating curve
were calculated [31]. Therefore, both papers are of poor
methodological quality. Ozminkowski et al. [21] pro-
vided some information on the criterion used as a gold
standard, but no evidence was provided. All correlations
were positive and significantly different from zero, al-
though none exceeded 0.38 in magnitude [21]. The
methodological quality is rated fair. Evidence synthesis
of the WPSI resulted in conflicting evidence for criterion
validity.
Responsiveness
The responsiveness was evaluated by an effect size (0.49)
between change scores based on changes in disease se-
verity [19] and by significant marginal differences be-
tween groups with different conditions [31] making the
statistical methods applied inappropriate for the hypoth-
eses to be tested. Therefore, the paper results in poor
methodological quality. Evidence synthesis of the WPSI
resulted in unknown evidence regarding responsiveness
due to the paper’s poor methodological quality.
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-
ating measurement error, structural validity or cross-
cultural validity of the WPSI.
The American Medical Association (AMA)-guides
The AMA-guides rate loss of functioning and evaluate
workability after injury or illness via fifteen questions
rated on a ten-point scale [30].
Reliability
Forst, Friedman & Chukwu [30] presents intra-class cor-
relation coefficients comparing impairment raters using
the fifth versus the sixth editions of AMA’s-Guides and
ranged from 0.65 to 0.77. The paper is of poor methodo-
logical quality because the sample size was small (N =
16) and only reliability for each or between two editions
was calculated. Evidence synthesis of the AMA-guides
resulted in unknown evidence for reliability because of
the paper’s poor methodological quality.
Validity
Although hypotheses were vague, it was possible to deduce
what was expected. However, because the sample size was
small and other flaws in the design were presented; e.g. no
information was provided regarding the measurement
properties of the comparator instrument and the data pre-
sented a comparison of two versions of the same instru-
ment, resulted in poor methodological quality of the paper
of Forst, Friedman & Chukwu [30] is poor. Evidence syn-
thesis of the AMA-guides therefore resulted in unknown
evidence for hypotheses testing because of the study’s poor
methodological quality.
Because of the small sample size and the lack of psycho-

metric characteristics of the previous version of the guide,
the criterion used cannot be considered an adequate gold
standard. Therefore, the methodological quality of the study
by Forst, Friedman & Chukwu [30] is poor. Evidence syn-
thesis of the AMA-guides resulted in unknown evidence
for criterion validity because of the study’s poor methodo-
logical quality.
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the internal consistency, measurement error, con-
tent validity, structural validity, cross-cultural validity or
responsiveness of the AMA-guides.
The WHO Health and work Performance Questionnaire
(WHO HPQ)
The WHO HPQ uses open questions, divided into three
categories, to asses indirect workplace costs of illness by
measuring absenteeism and presenteeism and critical in-
cidents [32,33].
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Reliability
Kessler et al. [32] investigated the reliability (correlation
0.521) but did not report how missing items were han-
dled, did not state the time interval, and did not clearly
indicate whether the population was stable during the
period of measurement. Therefore, the paper is of fair
methodological quality. Evidence synthesis of the WHO
HPQ resulted in limited negative evidence for reliability
because of the study’s fair methodological quality and
correlation <0.70.

Validity
Two studies assessed the content validity of the WHO
HPQ [32,33]. Although one study did not clearly state
the sample size [33], it was possible to assume that all
items were relevant for the study population and that
the purpose was to reflect on the measurement con-
struct in both studies. Both papers are of good methodo-
logical quality. Evidence synthesis of the WHO HPQ
resulted in strong positive evidence for content validity
(good methodological quality and positive results).
To assess structural validity, Kessler et al. [32] con-

ducted exploratory factor analysis. The overall model fit
was excellent (X2 =1.1, P = 0.3). However, because it was
not clear how missing items were handled, the study is
of fair methodological quality. Evidence synthesis of the
WHO HPQ resulted in limited positive evidence for
structural validity.
Hypotheses testing were performed in both studies

[32,33]. In both studies hypotheses were vaguely formu-
lated; however, it was possible to deduce what was ex-
pected. In one study the deduced hypotheses appeared
obtained [32], while in the other not all results were in ac-
cordance with the deduced hypotheses [33]. The studies re-
sulted in fair and poor methodological quality respectively.
Evidence synthesis of the WHO HPQ resulted in conflict-
ing evidence for hypotheses testing.
Both studies assessed the criterion validity and specified

sensitivity and specificity [32,33]. In one study [33], the cri-
terion used could be considered an adequate ‘gold standard’,
and the evidence was provided. However, it could only be
deduced how missing items were handled. This study re-
sulted in good methodological quality. Area under the ROC
curve calculated ranged from 0.63 to 0.69. The other study
[32] reported sensitivity and specificity but did not provide
a description of how missing items were handled, and it
was unclear whether the gold standard was appropriate.
The methodological quality of this study is fair. Evidence
synthesis of the WHO HPQ resulted in conflicting evidence
for criterion validity.

Responsiveness
Because the background of the studies from which the re-
spondents are derived was unclear, and there was lacking
information on how missing items were handled, the re-
sponsiveness in Kessler et al. [32] results in poor methodo-
logical quality. Evidence synthesis resulted in unknown
evidence for responsiveness because of the study’s poor
methodological quality.
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the internal consistency, measurement error, cross-
cultural validity or responsiveness of the WHO HPQ.

The Stanford Presenteeism Scale (SPS)
The SPS evaluates the impact of health problems on in-
dividual performance and productivity by rating six
statements on a five-point scale [34,41].

Reliability
Two studies assessed the internal consistency of the SPS
[34,41]. Both studies performed factor analyses and cal-
culated Cronbach’s alpha; 0.80 and 0.82 respectively.
Though there was no description of how missing items
were handled, it could be deduced. Therefore, the stud-
ies result in good methodological quality. Evidence syn-
thesis of the SPS resulted in strong positive evidence for
internal consistency (two studies of good methodological
quality and positive findings).
Turpin et al. [41] assessed reliability without stating

the time interval, and without describing how missing
items were handled. The Pearson correlation coefficient
was calculated and indicated a strong negative relation-
ship of -0.60 (P < 0.001). The methodological quality of
the study is fair. Evidence synthesis of the SPS resulted
in limited negative evidence for reliability.

Validity
Because Koopman et al. [34] solely assessed discriminative
validity for a scale, where none of the relationships showed
a strong degree of magnitude, and did not assess whether
all items were relevant for the purpose of the instrument.
The methodological quality of the study is fair and evidence
synthesis of the SPS resulted in limited negative evidence
for content validity.
In both studies, (classical) factor analysis was conducted

to assess structural validity [34,41], and indicated that the
instrument captured the dimensions intended to asses, pro-
viding positive evidence for structural validity. The type of
factor analysis was appropriate in view of the existing infor-
mation and the way missing items were handled could be
deduced. Therefore, the studies are of good methodological
quality. Evidence synthesis of the SPS resulted in strong
positive evidence for structural validity (two studies of good
methodological quality and positive findings).
Because hypotheses were vaguely formulated, the com-

parator instrument was the long version of the instrument
under evaluation, and information on the measurement
properties of the comparator were lacking, [34] is fair. The
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methodological quality for the study by Turpin et al. [41] is
also rated fair because solely a number of hypotheses were
formulated a priori and the comparator instrument mea-
sured another construct (work output versus work impair-
ment). Therefore, one cannot be sure whether the
measurement properties of the comparator instrument
apply to this study population. Evidence synthesis of the
SPS resulted in moderate positive evidence for hypotheses
testing (two studies of fair methodological quality and the
results were in accordance with the hypotheses).
Both studies assessed criterion validity but did not pro-

vide the percentage of missing items [34,41]. Additionally,
Koopman et al. [34] did not provide evidence but only as-
sumed that the criterion used could be considered an ad-
equate gold standard. The continuous scores on both
instruments correlated strongly. To assess criterion validity
Turpin et al. [41] calculated correlations between SPS met-
rics and comparator dimensions which were in the ex-
pected direction and mostly significantly different from
zero. However, Turpin et al. [41] did not make it clear how
missing items were handled. Evidence synthesis of the SPS
resulted in moderate positive evidence for criterion validity
(fair methodological quality and positive findings).
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating measurement error, cross-cultural validity or re-
sponsiveness of the SPS.

The Productivity and Disease Questionnaire (PRODISQ)
In brief, the PRODISQ measures and valuates productivity
costs by assessing the relationship between health and
productivity based on open and multiple-choice questions
in seven modules [24].

Validity
Koopmanschap et al. [24] assessed whether all items refer
to relevant aspects of the constructs to be measured,
assessed if all items were relevant to the different study
populations, and whether the items were relevant for the
application purpose (positive item relevance). Furthermore,
the authors assessed whether all items together comprehen-
sively reflected the constructs to be measured (positive item
comprehensiveness). Evidence synthesis of the PRODISQ
resulted in strong positive evidence for content validity (ex-
cellent methodological quality and positive findings).
There were no methodologically sound studies evaluating

the internal consistency, reliability, measurement error,
structural validity, hypotheses testing, cross-cultural validity
or responsiveness of the PRODISQ.

The Health-Related Productivity Questionnaire Diary
(HRPQ-D)
The HRPQ-D measures work productivity data related
to health-related labour force participation via nine open
and multiple-choice questions [35].
Reliability
Kumar et al. [35] investigated the reliability by calculating
correlation coefficients (generally non-statistically signifi-
cant, ranging from -0.449 up to 0.806) between the re-
ported productivity loss data and the symptom scores of
repeated measurements within individuals but did not pro-
vide evidence as to whether systematic change had oc-
curred. Additionally, several methodological flaws in the
design and execution of the study, such as sampling bias, a
lack of evidence that the patients were stable and different
scoring systems for symptom severity resulted in the study
being of fair methodological quality. Evidence synthesis of
the HRPQ-D resulted in limited negative evidence for
reliability.
Validity
Kumar et al. [35] did not assess whether all items were rele-
vant for the different target populations or whether all
items together comprehensively reflected the construct to
be measured. The study is therefore of poor methodological
quality. Evidence synthesis of the HRPQ-D resulted in un-
known evidence for content validity.
A priori hypotheses were vaguely formulated, the ex-

pected direction and magnitude of the correlations were
poorly described, and no information on the measure-
ment properties of the comparator instrument was
given. Generally, the correlations were not statistically
significant. The study of Kumar et al. [35] results in poor
methodological quality and evidence synthesis of the
HRPQ-D resulted in unknown evidence for hypotheses
testing.
Kumar et al. [35] did not elaborate on how missing items

were handled, and it was unclear whether the criterion used
could be considered an adequate gold standard. Therefore,
the study results in fair methodological quality. Evidence
synthesis of the HRPQ-D resulted in limited negative evi-
dence for criterion validity (fair methodological quality and
negative findings).
Responsiveness
Hypotheses were vague, neither magnitudes nor direc-
tions of the correlations were stated a priori, and infor-
mation on the psychometrics of the comparator was
lacking. Evaluating the instrument’s responsiveness to
change yielded positive findings. However, the significant
correlation values ranged from -0.161 to 0.422 [35]. Evi-
dence synthesis of the HRPQ-D resulted in limited nega-
tive evidence for responsiveness (fair methodological
quality and negative findings).
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the internal consistency, measurement error, struc-
tural validity or cross-cultural validity of the HRPQ-D.
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The Health and Labour Questionnaire (HLQ)
The HLQ collects data on the relationship between ill-
ness and treatment and work performance. The HLQ is
a modular questionnaire with four modules and re-
sponse options on a four-point scale [20,25].
Reliability
In the study of Meerding et al. [20], inter-rater reliability
was assessed. However, because there was no clear de-
scription of how missing items were handled and it was
only assumable that participants and test conditions
were stable in the period on the construct to be mea-
sured, the methodological quality of the study is fair.
The agreement on self-reported productivity loss due to
health problems showed a poor κ-value of 0.18 [20]. Evi-
dence synthesis of the HLQ resulted in limited negative
evidence for reliability.
Validity
Two studies assessed the HLQ’s criterion validity [20,25].
Both studies calculated correlation coefficients (significant
correlations ranging from 0.33 to 0.73 [20] and Pearson
correlation between 0.41 and 0.56 [25]) However, it was un-
clear for the study conducted by Van Roijen, Essink-Bot,
Koopmanschap, Bonsel & Rutten [25] whether the criterion
used could be considered as a gold standard. Meerding
et al. [20] lacked information on how missing items were
handled. Therefore, the methodological quality of both
studies is fair. Evidence synthesis of the HLQ resulted in
moderate negative evidence for criterion validity because of
the fair methodological quality of the studies and negative
findings (correlations <0.70).
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the internal consistency, measurement error, con-
tent validity, structural validity, hypotheses testing,
cross-cultural validity or responsiveness of the HLQ.
The Quality and Quantity questionnaire (Q&Q)
The Q&Q questionnaire scores two questions about the
quantity and quality of the work performed on the last
working day on a 10-point scale [20].
Reliability
Meerding, Ijzelenberg, Koopmanschap, Severens &
Burdorf [20] did not provide a clear description of how
missing items were handled. The stability of participants
and test conditions in the period on the construct to be
measured could be deduced. The methodological quality
of the study is fair. An unweighted kappa (κ-value =
0.18) was calculated to assess the inter-rater reliability
[20]. Evidence synthesis of the Q&Q resulted in limited
negative evidence for reliability.
Validity
Although the criterion used could be considered an ad-
equate gold standard based on the evidence provided,
Meerding, Ijzelenberg, Koopmanschap, Severens & Bur-
dorf [20] lacked a clear description of how missing items
were handled. Self-reported productivity measured with
the QQ correlated significantly with objective work out-
put, however the strength of the correlation (r =0.48)
was poor [20]. Evidence synthesis of the Q&Q resulted
in limited negative evidence for criterion validity.
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the internal consistency, measurement error, con-
tent validity, structural validity, hypotheses testing,
cross-cultural validity or responsiveness of the Q&Q.

The Well-Being Assessment for Productivity (WBA-P)
The WBA-P provides an evaluation of job performance
loss due to wellbeing-related barriers. The barriers are
based on twelve items to be rated from zero to 100 [38].

Validity
Prochaska et al. [38] performed factor analysis to assess
the structural validity but did not describe the percent-
age of missing items. Because it could be deduced how
missing items were handled, the methodological quality
of the study is good. A hierarchical two-factor model
demonstrated good fit (X2 = 544.34) with acceptable in-
ternal consistency on the subscales (Cronbach’s alpha
0.73 – 0.83) [38]. Evidence synthesis of the WBA-P re-
sulted in limited positive evidence for structural validity
because of the paper’s good methodological quality.
Prochaska et al. [38] assessed the criterion validity by

calculating correlations and multivariate variance ana-
lysis. Although no evidence was provided, it was stated
that the criterion used could be considered an adequate
gold standard. Significant interactions between the
WBA-P and the comparator instrument existed [38].
Evidence synthesis of the WBA-P resulted in limited
positive evidence for structural validity (good methodo-
logical quality and positive findings).
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the internal consistency, reliability, measurement
error, content validity, hypotheses testing, cross-cultural
validity or responsiveness of the WBA-P.

The Health and Work Questionnaire (HWQ)
The HWQ measures workplace productivity and workers’
health multidimensionally via 24 questions to be rated on a
ten-point scale [40].

Reliability
Shikiar, Halpern, Rentz & Khan [40] conducted factor
analysis to check the unidimensionality of the scale. The
factor analysis resulted in six factors with eigenvalues
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greater than 1.0 and accounted for 69% of the variance
in the correlation matrix. The sample size was adequate
(N = 294), and Cronbach’s coefficient alpha’s were calcu-
lated to assess the internal consistency for each subscale
separately (ranging from 0.72 to 0.96). The percentage of
missing items was not described [40]. The methodo-
logical quality of the study is rated fair because it was
not clear how missing items were handled. Evidence syn-
thesis of the HWQ resulted in limited positive evidence
for internal consistency (fair methodological quality and
positive findings: correlations >0.70).
Validity
Shikiar, Halpern, Rentz & Khan [40] assessed the structural
validity by conducting a principal components factor ana-
lysis with orthogonal rotation confirming that the items on
the HWQ are measuring several different dimensions re-
lated to productivity and the items on the HWQ do not
‘hang together’ as well as the items on the individual scales
[40]. Because it was not clear how missing items were han-
dled, the methodological quality of the study is fair. Evi-
dence synthesis of the HWQ resulted in limited negative
evidence for structural validity.
In assessing the criterion validity Shikiar, Halpern, Rentz

& Khan [40] did not make it clear how missing items were
handled nor provided evidence, although it could be de-
duced, that the criterion used could be considered an ad-
equate gold standard. Correlations with two objective
productivity measures ranged from -0.043 to -0.219 and
certain subscales did not significantly correlate with overall
productivity. Evidence synthesis of the HWQ resulted in
limited negative evidence for criterion validity (fair meth-
odological quality and weak correlations).
Responsiveness
Shikiar, Halpern, Rentz & Khan [40] lacked a priori infor-
mation on the measurement properties of the comparator
instrument, the expected direction and magnitude of the
correlation. The methodological quality of the study is
poor. Evidence synthesis of the HWQ resulted in unknown
evidence for responsiveness.
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the reliability, measurement error, content validity,
hypotheses testing or cross-cultural validity of the
HWQ.
The Work and Health Interview (WHI)
In summary, the WHI captures data on absence time from
work, reduced performance, and health-related causes
based on a six-module, computer-assisted telephone inter-
view [43].
Reliability
Stewart, Ricci, Leotta & Chee [43] studied reliability
whereby independent measurements with an appropriate
time interval were conducted. Both Pearson’s (0.59) and
Spearman’s (0.63) correlation coefficients were derived
between two measures. Evidence was provided that test
conditions were similar, it was described how missing
items were handled and the sample size (N = 66) was ad-
equate [43]. Evidence synthesis of the WHI resulted in
limited negative level of evidence for reliability because
of the study’s good methodological quality and relatively
negative findings (correlations <0.70).

Validity
In the study conducted by Stewart, Ricci, Leotta & Chee
[43], it could easily be assumed that the criterion used
(diary work time measures) could be considered an ad-
equate gold standard. The Pearson’s (Spearman’s) correl-
ation between the WHI and diary total productivity time
measure was 0.50 (0.46) and there were no other im-
portant methodological flaws in the design of the study
[43]. Evidence synthesis of the WHI resulted in limited
negative evidence for reliability (good methodological
quality and negative findings).

Responsiveness
Hypotheses were vaguely formulated and limited evidence
on the measurement properties of the comparator instru-
ment was available. The methodological quality of the study
is fair. The correlations between change scores of time not
working at work (continuous scores regarding performance
data) were (Pearson’s correlation) 0.19 and (Spearman’s)
0.33 [43] Evidence synthesis of the WHI resulted in limited
negative evidence for responsiveness.
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the internal consistency, measurement error, con-
tent validity, structural validity, hypotheses testing or
cross-cultural validity of the WHI.

The Valuations of Lost Productivity questionnaire (VOLP)
The VOLP assesses labour input loss due to health via 36
open and multiple-choice questions in six sections [23].

Reliability
Zhang, Bansback, Kopec & Anis [23] assessed reliability
over time by means of a test-retest analysis. Kappa sta-
tistics were calculated, all being statistically significant
and reporting adequate agreement. Due to the time
frame (2 weeks), the type of administration (postal ques-
tionnaire) and the environment (at home), it could be
assumed that the test conditions were similar. The
methodological quality of the study is good regarding
test-retest reliability. Evidence synthesis of the VOLP re-
sulted in limited positive evidence for reliability.
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Validity
In order to assess the constructs of the VOLP, the criter-
ion used could be considered as a reasonable gold stand-
ard because evidence regarding the psychometric
properties of the comparators is provided in the study
by Zhang Zhang, Bansback, Kopec & Anis [23]. There is
no description on how missing items were handled;
however, it could be deduced. Furthermore, Spearman’s
correlation coefficients were calculated to assess criter-
ion validity. The correlations between the VOLP out-
comes and corresponding WPAI outcomes ranged from
0.39 to 0.57. The methodological quality of the paper is
good and thus the evidence synthesis of the VOLP re-
sulted in limited negative evidence for reliability (good
methodological quality and Spearman correlations <0.7).
There were no methodologically sound studies evalu-

ating the internal consistency, measurement error, con-
tent validity, structural validity, hypotheses testing,
cross-cultural validity or responsiveness of the VOLP.
Conclusions and discussion
Twenty-five studies on measurement properties of 15 gen-
eric self-reported instruments measuring health-related
productivity changes have been systematically reviewed,
and their methodological quality has been evaluated using
the COSMIN-checklist in a best evidence synthesis. The
WLQ is the most frequently evaluated instrument. Struc-
tural validity and content validity reported a strong and
moderate positive level of evidence respectively. For meas-
urement error and cross-cultural validity, no information
was available and the internal consistency and criterion val-
idity resulted in conflicting evidence. Reliability, hypotheses
testing and responsiveness resulted in limited negative and
moderate negative evidence respectively. Due to poor
methodological quality, the EWPS, WPAI, and WPSI
showed unknown levels of evidence for almost half of the
information on measurement properties. For eight ques-
tionnaires (AMA-guides, PRODISQ, HLQ, Q&Q, WBA-P,
HWQ, WHI, VOLP) at least half of the information on
measurement properties per questionnaire was lacking.
Four instruments (WLQ, WHO-HPQ, SPS, and PRODISQ)
showed strong or moderate positive levels of evidence for
some of the measurement properties.
The main strength of most studies was that they re-

ported detailed information regarding the population
characteristics, sampling methods, the setting and the
country where the studies were conducted.
There were, however, many limitations. First, the gen-

eralisability of the results of the studies on measurement
properties was low, mainly because of selective samples,
the non-reporting of and the lack of information regard-
ing the handling of missing values, and inadequate sam-
ple sizes.
Second, most studies recruited convenience samples,
which might not cover the entire target population [44].
Ozminkanski et al. was the only study that consecutively
recruited workers with job-related accidents or injuries,
which could be a reasonable representation of the
workers with lost productivity at the workplace [21].
Third, although Zhang and colleagues examined the

measurement properties in two countries (UK and
Ireland), no international samples demonstrated the
cross-cultural validity of their measures [22,23]. Most
studies were conducted in the United States, which
makes it difficult to discern whether the instruments are
appropriate for study populations outside of the United
States. The results of this review emphasize the need for
international studies on measurement properties as well
as additional evaluation studies conducted worldwide to
examine the cross-cultural appropriateness of these
measures to improve generalizability. The Work Role
Functioning Questionnaire (WRFQ) measures perceived
difficulties in meeting work demands among employees
given their physical and emotional problems. The
WRFQ addresses work outcomes in an attempt to de-
scribe how health affects work role functioning [45-48].
Despite the fact that the WRFQ is to be used as a detec-
tion instrument to identify, and not value decreased
productivity, it can serve as an excellent example since
several studies have translated and adapted the WRFQ
to Canadian French [45], Brazilian Portuguese [46],
Dutch [47], and Spanish [48]. These studies demonstrate
a systematic procedure for translation and cross-cultural
adaptation which can serve as excellent examples for fu-
ture studies attempting to adapt and validate instru-
ments in other cultures.
Fourth, almost half of the reviewed studies reported item

and unit nonresponses under 50%, which might indicate se-
lection bias, further hampering the generalizability of the
results [44]. Inadequate descriptions of the handling of
missing values might suggest non-random missing items,
which could bias the results and lead to misinterpretation
and misjudgement of the measurement properties of an in-
strument. Furthermore, if missing values are inappropri-
ately handled, bias in parameter estimates can occur,
resulting in lower samples sizes and thus lower statistical
power. High percentages of missing values on specific items
might even indicate that an item is not relevant for the
study population, perhaps pointing to ambiguous formula-
tions and hampering the validity of the instruments [17,49].
In light of the flaws presented from previous studies,
response rates should be accurately reported, including
information on the handling of missing items, and if ran-
domness of nonresponse occurred, it should be examined
and reported in future studies.
Fifth, based on the results of this systematic review it

can be concluded that the information regarding the
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measurement properties of generic self-reported instru-
ments measuring health-related productivity changes is
mostly limited or of poor to fair methodological quality.
The results should be treated with caution due to the
missing information on the remaining measurement
properties. Especially when considering measurement
error and cross-cultural validity, wherefore (almost) no
information was available.
Sixth, although it is difficult to determine the criterion

validity without a real gold standard for health-related
productivity change instruments, most studies consid-
ered the extent to which scores on the instrument of
interest could be adequately reflected to a predetermined
comparator. Criterion validity is therefore most fre-
quently evaluated, but only five studies on this measure-
ment property were of good methodological quality. As
a consequence, the SPS and the WBA-P yielded moder-
ate and limited positive levels of evidence for criterion
validity respectively.
Seventh, it is difficult to determine the responsiveness

of the different health-related productivity change in-
struments because almost all of the retrieved studies
were of poor or fair methodological quality regarding re-
sponsiveness. Because the instruments are often used as
an outcome measure to determine the costs of lost prod-
uctivity, specific hypotheses regarding expected correla-
tions with other constructs must be formulated a priori
when developing a new measure.
Eighth, the internal consistency statistic only gets an

interpretable meaning when the interrelatedness among
the items is determined as a set of items that together
form a reflective model. The internal consistency of an
instrument is thus reflected in the quality assessment of
structural validity, and vice versa. If the structural valid-
ity was not assessed by analysing the unidimensionality
(there is no evidence that the scales are unidimensional),
no internal consistency statistic can be properly inter-
preted. Four studies resulted in good methodological
quality on structural validity for the WLQ and SPS, and
also in good internal consistency for both instruments.
Most of the instruments with unknown levels of evi-
dence due to poor methodological quality regarding in-
ternal consistency also lacked information on structural
validity.
Ultimately, some general issues on measuring product-

ivity changes should be addressed. First, the concept of
productivity loss due to illness is, according to economic
theory, based on the concept of a production function
where output is a function of capital input, labour input
and technology. The focus of most productivity meas-
urement instruments, as has been seen, is on the indi-
vidual’s labour input; measuring the time a person is not
at work due to health complaints (absenteeism), or is
not productive while at work due to health complaints
(presenteeism). However, job and workplace characteris-
tics also play a key role and differ among countries,
which are reflected in the socio-political context in
which the study takes place. For example, in some coun-
tries that have a workers’ compensation system, such as
Canada and the United States, there is a differentiation
between work and non-work related disability. In other
countries, such as the Netherlands, no such differenti-
ation exists. Due to these variations arising from the
social-political context, one cannot assume a ‘one size
fits all’ mentality when comparing instrument effective-
ness across countries or cultures. Transparency in
reporting the key aspects of measurement and validation
of health-related productivity would simplify the com-
parability and usability of the results for occupational
and health economic decision making.
Another point to be addressed is that although the

COSMIN taxonomy might contribute to a better under-
standing in the terminology used in validation studies
and provides a structured procedure for the evaluation
of the methodological quality of the studies on measure-
ment properties, the taxonomy provides a lot of room
for interpretation in the checklist items. To minimize in-
terpretability differences between reviewers (CYGN,
AER, SE), decisions had to be made on how to score the
different items. For example, a problem encountered
during the rating of ‘criterion validity’ was the absence
of a gold standard in health-related productivity change
instruments. One example of how this problem was
dealt with was by assuming the original long version of
the shortened instrument being assessed was an ad-
equate comparator, and can thus be seen as a ‘gold
standard’. Furthermore, since the studies were systemat-
ically reviewed on the measurement properties of self-
reported instruments which encounter subjective data, it
was agreed that objective, registered data could serve as
an adequate comparator as well. Predetermined and
transparent arguments that the gold standard is ‘gold’
had to be thoroughly discussed and decided beforehand
to assess criterion validity.
Finally, although an agreement was reached that ob-

jective data could be seen as a ‘gold standard’ for collect-
ing lost productivity data it should be in mind that both
objective and self-reported instruments have their ad-
vantages and disadvantages, which need to be weighed
per research question. For example, when using object-
ive insurance data, a particular disadvantage is that the
data reflects what has been compensated. What has been
compensated does not necessarily reflect the actual time
a worker has been unable to work. Productivity changes
related to sick leave should therefore always be
supplemented by the productivity changes due to de-
creased work performance; i.e. presenteeism, to avoid
underestimations.
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Recommendations
Although only cautious advice can be provided on the most
appropriate instruments to capture changes in productivity
for use in occupational and economic health practice, the
WLQ is cautiously recommended at the moment because
the instrument is most frequently evaluated and moderate
respectively strong positive evidence was found for content
and structural validity respectively. However, negative evi-
dence was found for reliability, hypothesis testing and
responsiveness. The WLQ is only used in an English-
speaking study population. Using the PRODISQ is
cautiously preferred when conducting a study in the
Netherlands based on its strong positive evidence for con-
tent validity, although evidence for the other measurement
properties is lacking. In order to improve the interpretation
of the PRODISQ scores, more research regarding the meas-
urement properties (aside from content validity) is needed.
The Stanford Presenteeism Scale (SPS) can also be cau-
tiously recommended as it is evaluated in two studies and
showed strong positive results for internal consistency and
structural validity, and moderate positive results for hypoth-
eses testing and criterion validity. Limited negative evidence
however was available for reliability and content validity
and information on the other measurement properties was
lacking.
Better knowledge and usage of key methodological prin-

ciples based on quality checklists, such as COSMIN, is rec-
ommended to provide high-quality studies evaluating the
measurement properties of new and existing instruments
in the future. High-quality studies that evaluate and provide
strong evidence for the unknown measurement properties,
especially cross-cultural validity, are recommended to im-
prove the generalizability and applicability of generic self-
reported health-related productivity change instruments.
Given the large number of available productivity instru-
ments the development of new instruments is not recom-
mended, but rather improvement of the existing
instruments.
Additional files
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